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ABSTRACT
In order to speed up spreadsheet development productivity, end users can create a spreadsheet table by copying and modifying an existing one. These two tables share the similar computational semantics, and form a table clone. End users may modify the tables in a table clone, e.g., adding new rows and deleting columns, thus introducing structure changes into the table clone. Our empirical study on real-world spreadsheets shows that about 58.5% of table clones involve structure changes. However, existing table clone detection approaches in spreadsheets can only detect table clones with the same structures. Therefore, many table clones with structure changes cannot be detected.

We observe that, although the tables in a table clone may be modified, they usually share the similar structures and formats, e.g., headers, formulas and background colors. Based on this observation, we propose LTC (Learning to detect Table Clones), to automatically detect table clones with or without structure changes. LTC utilizes the structure and format information from labeled table clones and non table clones to train a binary classifier. LTC first identifies tables in spreadsheets, and then uses the trained binary classifier to judge whether every two tables can form a table clone. Our experiments on real-world spreadsheets from the EUSES and Enron corpora show that, LTC can achieve a precision of 97.8% and recall of 92.1% in table clone detection, significantly outperforming the state-of-the-art technique (a precision of 37.5% and recall of 11.1%).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Spreadsheets; • Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Spreadsheet systems are one of the most successful end-user programming platforms, and have been widely used in various business tasks, including data storage, data analysis, financial reporting and so on [44]. Scaffidi [48] estimated that, in 2012, over 55 million users in the United States worked with spreadsheets. There must be many more users working with spreadsheets nowadays.

Spreadsheets are code, too. Spreadsheets usually play a similar role to source code in conventional programming languages [25]. Similar to code reuse, end users often reuse existing spreadsheets to speed up their development productivity. For example, a user can prepare a new financial report by copying-pasting-modifying an existing one, thus saving amount of time. For two tables created by copy-paste-modify, they share the same or similar computational semantics. We refer to them as a table clone. For example, the two tables in Figure 1a and Figure 1b form a table clone.
Similar to code clones in conventional programs [13, 32, 36, 43], table clones can be applied on some important spreadsheet analysis scenarios. First, table clones can be used to find the same errors scattered in many spreadsheets. Second, inconsistent modifications may introduce errors into table clones [18, 30], thus causing financial losses. Table clones can facilitate to detect and fix spreadsheet errors by analyzing their inconsistencies [18]. Third, table clones are usually used to perform the same business task. Thus, data analysis tools, e.g., PowerBI [4], can extract and analyze all table clones together. Fourth, table clones usually share common computational semantics and structures. Extracting table templates from table clones can facilitate end users to create new table instances.

However, there are no records in the spreadsheet systems (e.g., Microsoft Excel) documenting that two tables were created by copy-paste-modify [31]. Therefore, it is important to effectively detect table clones in spreadsheets. Existing clone detection approaches in spreadsheets [18, 30] mainly focus on the clones with the same data or structures. For example, Hermans et al. [30] consider two blocks of numerical cells with (almost) the same values as a data clone. TableCheck [18] considers two blocks of numerical cells with the same headers, i.e., structures, as a table clone. However, our empirical study on real-world spreadsheets from the EUSES [24] and Enron [26] corpora (Section 4.1) shows that 58.5% of table clones involve structure changes, which cannot be detected by existing approaches. Moreover, code clone detection approaches in conventional programs, e.g., CCFinder [36], Deckard [32], CloneDetective [35], and CCLearner [42], cannot be applied on spreadsheets, because the programming model in spreadsheets is totally different from those in conventional programs.

In this paper, we propose LTC (Learning to detect Table Clones), to detect table clones with or without structure changes in spreadsheets. We observe that the structures and formats, e.g., headers, formulas, and cell fonts, can effectively characterize the computational semantics of a table. If two tables share the same or similar structures and formats, they are likely to be a table clone, and share the similar computational semantics. Therefore, we can treat table clone detection as classifying two tables as a clone or non clone based on their structure and format similarities. Specifically, given two tables, we extract 12 features about structures and formats from each table, and compute the similarity score for each feature. Then, we apply supervised classification algorithms on labeled table clones and non table clones to train a binary classifier. With the trained classifier, LTC first identifies tables in spreadsheets, and then compares every two tables to detect table clones.

We evaluate LTC on the real-world spreadsheets from the EUSES [24] and Enron [26] corpora, which are two of the most widely-used corpora for spreadsheet research [7, 19, 22]. The experimental results show that LTC can detect table clones effectively, with a precision of 97.8% and recall of 92.1%. As a comparison, TableCheck [18] can only detect table clones with a precision of 37.5% and recall of 11.1%. This result shows that LTC can significantly outperform existing approaches.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper.

- We propose a learning-based approach, LTC, to detect table clones with or without structure changes, by exploiting the structure and format similarities among tables.
- We implement LTC and evaluate it on real-world spreadsheets from the EUSES and Enron corpora. The experimental results show that LTC can detect table clones effectively.

2 TABLE CLONES IN SPREADSHEETS

In this section, we explain table clones and our motivation using an illustrative spreadsheet example.

2.1 Motivating Example

Figure 1 shows four worksheet excerpts, which are extracted from the EUSES corpus [24]. The tables in every two worksheets form a table clone. The cells in the rectangles show the key differences between the current and previous worksheets. The cells marked by a red right-cornered triangle contain errors.

- We propose a learning-based approach, LTC, to detect table clones with or without structure changes, by exploiting the structure and format similarities among tables.
- We implement LTC and evaluate it on real-world spreadsheets from the EUSES and Enron corpora. The experimental results show that LTC can detect table clones effectively.
In January, Alice created worksheet *January* to analyze the working hours of her team members in January. In February, Alice copied worksheet *January*, and created a new worksheet *February*. She updated the data and formulas of Johnson, White and Edwards. Because Edwards did not work in “Week 3”, Alice left cell D7 in blank, and fixed the formulas in E7 and F7 accordingly. We can see that the computational semantics, structures and formats in worksheet *January* and *February* are almost the same. Similarly, based on worksheet *February*, Alice created worksheet *March*. She removed White (row 6 in Figure 1b) and added a new member Amy (row 7 in Figure 1c). Note that, Alice updated the value in D6, and forgot to update the formulas in E7 and F7, introducing two formula errors. Further, Alice directly filled all values for Amy without using formulas, introducing two missing formula errors in E7 and F7. For worksheet *April*, Alice deleted column “Week 3” and removed Edwards (row 6 in Figure 1c).

### 2.2 Table Clones

Although the four worksheet excerpts in Figure 1 have different data (e.g., *January*[[B5:D7]] and *February*[[B5:D7]]), and structures (e.g., column B-F in Figure 1c and column B-E in Figure 1d), they have the same computational semantics, i.e., they are all used to analyze the working hours in the same way. Thus, the tables in every two worksheets in Figure 1 form a table clone. For example, *January*[[A1:F7]] and *February*[[A1:F7]] form a table clone.

**Definition 1:** A table is a rectangular block of cells, prescribing certain business task. For example, *January*[[A1:F7]] in Figure 1 form a table for storing and analyzing the working hours in January. In spreadsheets, table is the key structure for data processing and information presentation [15, 17]. A table typically contains the following four elements. (1) **Header cell:** Header cells describe other cells in a table. For example, *January*[[B1:F1]] and *January*[[A1:A7]] in Figure 1a are the headers of table *January*[[A1:F7]]. Through header cell B1 and A2, we can know that 10 in cell B2 means Green worked for 10 hours in Week 1. (2) **Data cell:** Data cells store the business data, e.g., the numerical cells in *January*[[B2:D7]] in Figure 1a. (3) **Formula cell:** Formula cells analyze data in a table, e.g., *January*[[E2:F7]] in Figure 1a. (4) **Cell format:** The cell formats can facilitate user inspection. For example, header cells *January*[[B1:F1]] are bold and italic, and have bottom borders.

**Definition 2:** A table clone is a table pair (t1, t2), in which table t1 and t2 share the same or similar computational semantics, and prescribe the same or similar business task. In Figure 1, the tables in every two worksheets can form a table clone, e.g., table *January*[[A1:F7]] and *February*[[A1:F7]].

Note that if a table contains only one row/column, it has limited information, e.g., no headers or data. Thus, we require that tables in a table clone have at least two rows and columns. We have several observations on table clones in spreadsheets. First, headers describe the semantics of a table, and tables in a table clone usually share the same or similar headers. For example, table *January*[[A1:F7]] and *February*[[A1:F7]] share the same headers. Second, formulas present the computations, and table clones usually share the same or similar formulas. Although the formulas in Figure 1a and Figure 1d are different, they have similar computations, in which they are used to summarize the working hours for each worker. Third, table clones usually share similar cell formats, e.g., fonts, borders. In addition, tables in a table clone usually store different data for similar tasks. For example, the working hours in Figure 1a and Figure 1c are very different. These observations motivate us to detect table clones by learning the similarities of structures and formats in tables.

### 2.3 Potential Applications of Table Clones

Table clones can be further applied on some important spreadsheet analysis scenarios, e.g., error detection, data analysis, and spreadsheet reuse. This motivates us to effectively detect table clones in spreadsheets. We explain these potential applications as follows.

**Detecting errors related to table clones.** In our motivating example, cell E6 and F6 in Figure 1c suffer from formula errors, in which a cell’s formula is wrong. Cell E7 and F7 in Figure 1c suffer from missing formulas, in which a cell is supposed to contain a formula, but it does not. In a table clone, its corresponding cells usually share the same / similar computational semantics. The inconsistencies among the corresponding cells usually indicate errors. For example, cell E7 in Figure 1a and cell E6 in Figure 1c should have the same computational semantics. However, they contain inconsistent formulas. Based on this observation, we can use table clones to detect spreadsheet errors by analyzing their inconsistencies [18, 33]. Further, given a spreadsheet error, e.g., the formula error in cell E6 of Figure 1c, we can extract all related table clones and check whether they suffer from the same error. This also highlights the importance of table clones.

**Data integration and analysis among table clones.** Table clones are usually used to perform the same / similar business task. However, these related tables usually scatter in many worksheets or spreadsheets. For examples, the four tables in Figure 1 scatter in four worksheets. For data integration, one key question is where to find related tables. The detected table clones can be a good source for table integration. Table clones can help manage all related tables, and facilitate integrating all related tables into a consistent form [15]. For example, Figure 2 is the summary of the four tables in Figure 1. This summary table can be easily used by other data analysis tools, e.g., Insights in Excel [3] and PowerBI [4].

**Table template extraction applications.** When end users reuse an existing table, they usually need to delete the original data, and revise the table according to new requirements [51]. These tasks are usually daunting and error-prone. For example, end users need to delete old data, fix formulas and fill new data when creating Figure 1c based on Figure 1b. We cannot extract table templates from only one table. Table clones provide a group of instances about

---

1This denotes cells [B5:D7] of worksheet *January* in Figure 1a. We use similar form to reference cells throughout this paper.

---

![Figure 2: The summary of four worksheets in Figure 1.](image-url)
how a table template is used. Given a group of table clones, we can infer how end users reuse and revise these tables, e.g., what semantics and structures should be kept and which cells will be changed. Table clones can be used to extract table templates [8], which can facilitate end users to create new table instances and avoid errors.

2.4 Table Clone Types

In conventional programs, code clones are categorized into four different types [13, 42] according to how developers modify code clones. Since spreadsheets have completely different programming model from conventional programs, the tables in a table clone can be modified in different ways. According to how users modify tables in a table clone, we completely redesign the clone categorization, and further categorize table clones into four types. For a spreadsheet table, headers, formulas and data mainly reflect its computational semantics. Therefore, our table clone type categorization reflects how many computational semantics are changed. Table 1 shows the comparison among the four types of table clones. Note that, table clones are exclusive in their types. That’s said, a table clone cannot belong to two types in the same time. We describe four types of table clones as follows.

- **Type-1**: Type-1 table clones are identical tables allowing variations in formats, e.g., cell formats (including height, width, border, color, font) and hidden rows / columns.
- **Type-2**: Type-2 table clones have variations on data and formulas, and also allow variations in Type-1.
- **Type-3**: Type-3 table clones have variations on table headers, and also allow variations in Type-2.
- **Type-4**: Type-4 table clones allow extra modifications, e.g., inserting or deleting rows / columns, and also allow variations in Type-3.

We further illustrate the four types of table clones using Figure 1. (1) If we copy table January![A1:F7] into cells [A11:F17] in Figure 1a, we can form a Type-1 table clone, January![A1:F7] and January![A11:F17]. (2) Table January![A1:F7] and February![A1:F7] have only have variations in data and formulas, and form a Type-2 table clone. Note that, headers are not changed in these two tables. (3) Table January![A1:F7] and March![A1:F7] have different headers (i.e., row 7), and form a Type-3 table clone. Note that, in Type-3 table clones, two tables have the same size, i.e., row and column numbers. (4) Table January![A1:F7] and April![A1:E6] have different row and column numbers, and form a Type-4 table clone.

2.5 Other Clones in Spreadsheets

Hermans et al. [30] consider two blocks of numerical cells with (almost) the same values as a data clone, e.g., January![B2:D4] and February![B2:D4]. Data clones are very different from table clones. TableCheck [18] considers two blocks of numerical cells with the same headers as a table clone, e.g., January![B2:F7] and February![B2:F7]. Ideally, TableCheck can detect Type-1 and Type-2 table clones. Therefore, neither data clone detection nor TableCheck can detect Type-3 and Type-4 table clones. However, our empirical study on real-world spreadsheets (Section 4.1) shows that, 58.5% of table clones belong to Type-3 and Type-4. This motivates us to detect all types of table clones.

3 LEARNING-BASED TABLE CLONE DETECTION

The key insight of our approach is that table clones share the similar structures and formats, even though they contain various variations. By using structures and formats, we are able to predict whether two tables can form a table clone.

Figure 3 presents the overview of our approach, LTC. Given some spreadsheets, LTC first identifies tables (Section 3.1), and then extracts 12 features about structures and formats in each table. For every table pair from the identified tables, LTC computes their feature similarities (Section 3.2). Finally, table clones are predicted by leveraging a binary classification on feature similarities. To train a binary classifier, LTC extracts 12 features from labeled table clones and non table clones, and uses Random Forest [14] to obtain a binary classifier (Section 3.3).

3.1 Table Identification

A spreadsheet usually contains multiple worksheets. End users may put multiple tables into the same worksheet. For example, Figure 4 shows a worksheet excerpt, which contains two tables, i.e., [A1:G8] and [A10:C14]. It is improper to treat the whole worksheet as a table, since different parts of a worksheet implement different functions, e.g., [A1:G8] and [A10:C14] in Figure 4 have totally different functions. In spreadsheets, we observe that tables are usually circumscribed by empty cells, e.g., empty cells [A9:G9] in Figure 4. We first classify spreadsheet cells into four types, and then identify tables in each worksheet based on cell types.

3.1.1 Cell Types. We utilize the approaches proposed by Hermans et al. [29], and classify cells into four types. (a) Data: A cell filled with data, e.g., cell B2 in Figure 4. (b) Formula: A cell containing a calculation on other cells, e.g., cell E2 in Figure 1a. (c) Label: A cell containing text and expressing the meanings of other cells, e.g., cell B1 in Figure 4. (d) Empty: A blank cell.

We classify cells in a worksheet as follows. First, we mark all numerical cells without formulas as **data** cells. Second, we mark all numerical cells with formulas as **formula** cells. Third, we mark the remaining cells as **label** cells. Fourth, we mark all blank cells as **empty** cells.

3.1.2 Table Identification. According to Definition 1, a table is a rectangular block of cells, in which related information prescribing certain business task is put together. We observe that tables are usually divided by empty cells and boundaries. For example, in

### Table 1: Table Clone Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Type-1</th>
<th>Type-2</th>
<th>Type-3</th>
<th>Type-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>format</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>formula</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>header</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Row/col insertion</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Row/col deletion</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- ✗ = non-exclusion, ✓ = exclusion, = inclusion

Note:
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Figure 3: Overview of LTC.

Figure 4: A worksheet excerpt extracted from the EUSES corpus [24], which contains two tables: [A1:G8] and [A10:C14].

Figure 4, table [A1:G8] and [A10:C14] are divided by empty cells [A9:G9]. Thus, we can use empty cells and boundaries to identify tables in a worksheet.

Given a worksheet, our basic table identification algorithm works as follows. (a) We treat the whole worksheet as a cell block. (b) For a cell block, we identify all empty rows and columns in the cell block. If we find some empty rows or columns, we divide the cell block into multiple cell blocks according to the identified empty rows and columns. (c) For each new identified cell block, we repeat the second step, until we cannot find any new cell blocks.

Take the worksheet in Figure 4 as an example. We first identify two empty rows, i.e., row 6 and 9, and thus divide the worksheet into three cell blocks, i.e., [A1:G5], [A7:G8] and [A10:G14]. Further, column D-G in cell block [A10:G14] are empty, thus, we obtain a new cell block [A10:C14]. So far, we obtain three cell blocks, i.e., [A1:G5], [A7:G8] and [A10:C14].

However, we cannot treat these three cell blocks as three tables. A table can be separated into multiple cell blocks by empty rows and columns. For example, cell block [A1:G5] and [A7:G8] in Figure 4 should belong to the same table [A1:G8], because cells [A7:G8] are used to compute the total and max hours for cells [B2:G5], and empty row 6 is used to separated data and computation. Inspired by ExpCheck [20], we further merge related cell blocks into a big one by using table header information (Section 3.1.3). We observe that, although a table can be separated into multiple cell blocks by empty rows / columns, they usually share the same headers. For example, in Figure 4, cell block [A1:G5] and [A7:G8] share the same column headers (i.e., cells [B1:G1]). Based on this observation, we merge two neighboring cell blocks that share the same row headers or column headers. For the worksheet excerpt in Figure 4, we merge cell block [A1:G5] and [A7:G8] into a new cell block [A1:G8]. Finally, we obtain two tables, i.e., [A1:G8] and [A10:C14].

3.1.3 Header Identification. Header cells are used to describe other cells in a table. For example, cells [B1:G1] and [A2:A8] are used to describe data cells [B2:G8] in Figure 4. We use row header to denote the header for a row, and column header to denote the header for a column. Take table [A1:G8] in Figure 4 as an example. Cell A2 is the row header of row 2, and indicates that cells [B2:G2] belong to “Green”. Cell B1 is the column header of column B, and indicates that cells [B2:B8] belong to “Week 1”.

We have three observations to identify row headers and column headers in a table. (a) Row headers are used to describe other cells in a table. For example, cells [B1:G1] and [A2:A8] are used to describe data cells [B2:G8] in Figure 4. (b) Row headers in a table usually occupy the whole columns, e.g., column A in table [A1:G8] in Figure 4. Similarly, column headers in a table usually occupy the whole row. (c) Row / column headers are usually label cells, e.g., cells [A2:A5] in Figure 4. Note that, the only difference between row headers and column headers is their directions. Thus, for clarity, we only use column headers to explain our header identification algorithm.

Algorithm 1 shows how to identify column headers in a table. It starts from the first row of the table, and then checks whether the row contains at least one label cells, and all others cells are empty (i.e., isHeaderValue()). If yes, the label cells in the row can be considered as column headers, and it further checks next row of the table, until...
we have checked the first four rows in the table. If no, the row can not be considered headers, and the algorithm returns.

Note that, for a cell block discussed in the previous section, we can identify its column headers, too. If we do not find the column headers for a cell block, we further check its nearest cell block up-Block on the top, and identify column headers of cell block upBlock as its column headers.

Take the worksheet excerpt in Figure 4 as an example. For cell block [A1:G5], Algorithm 1 identifies cells [B1:G1] as its column headers. For cell block [A7:G8], Algorithm 1 does not find its column headers. So, we further identify the column headers of its nearest cell block on the top, i.e., cell block [A1:G5], and consider cells [B1:G1] as its column headers.

3.2 Feature Extraction

We observe that structures and formats can effectively characterize a table, and the clones always have similar structures and formats.

Given a table, LTC extracts 12 features of structures. Among these 12 features, some (e.g., font color) are also used by existing work [39], and some of them are unique to table clone detection, e.g., row headers, column headers and formulas. For each table pair, LTC computes a similarity score for each feature, and then constructs a 12-value similarity vector to characterize whether this table pair is a table clone. This similarity vector is further used in training and prediction for table clone detection in Section 3.3.

3.2.1 Structure Features. Headers, formulas and cell types can represent the key structures of a table.

As described earlier, headers are used to describe the contents in other cells in a table. For example in Figure 1a, header cell E1 means that cells [E2:E7] are used to compute the total working hours for each team member. Since column headers and row headers describe different aspects of a table, we separate them into two features.

Column header (Feature #1): We use the header identification approach in Section 3.1.3 to identify column headers. We denote the column headers of table t as a set \( H_t \), then the similarity score \( \text{sim}_{F1} \) for column headers in two tables \( t1 \) and \( t2 \) is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{sim}_{F1} = \frac{|H_{t1} \cap H_{t2}|}{|H_{t1} \cup H_{t2}|}
\]  

(1)

According to the formula, when two tables are identical and have the same column headers, the similarity score \( \text{sim}_{F1} \) is 1. When two tables are totally different and have no column headers in common, the similarity score \( \text{sim}_{F1} \) is 0. Thus, the range of similarity score for column headers is \([0, 1]\).

Row header (Feature #2): Similar to column headers, we use the header identification approach in Section 3.1.3 to identify row headers, and then compute the similarity of row headers in two tables in the same way as column headers.

Formula (Feature #3): Formulas in a table usually represent the analyses of the data. Formulas in the corresponding cells among table clones often have the different expressions in the A1 format, but the same expression in the R1C1 format. For example in Figure 1a, cells [E2:E7] have different formulas in the A1 format, but have the same formula SUM(RC[−3]:RC[−1]) in the R1C1 format. Therefore, we use formulas in the R1C1 format to represent the computations in a table.

A R1C1 formula can be divided into two parts: operators and input variables. Take the R1C1 formula SUM(RC[−3]:RC[−1]) in Figure 1a as its example. Its operators are "SUM", and its input variables are RC[−3], RC[−2] and RC[−1]. We denote the operators used by all formulas in a table as a set \( OP_t \), and input variables as a set \( Var_t \). The similarity score \( \text{sim}_{F3} \) is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{sim}_{F3} = \frac{|OP_{t1} \cap OP_{t2}|}{|OP_{t1} \cup OP_{t2}|} + \frac{|Var_{t1} \cap Var_{t2}|}{|Var_{t1} \cup Var_{t2}|} \times \frac{1}{2}
\]  

(2)

Our similarity computation for formulas can obtain high similarity scores for similar formulas. Take formulas in Figure 1a and Figure 1d as an example. The R1C1 formula of table in Figure 1a is SUM(RC[−3]:RC[−1]). The R1C1 formula of table in Figure 1d is SUM(RC[−2]:RC[−1]). We can see that they share the similar computation. First, they have the same operator "SUM". Second, formula SUM(RC[−3]:RC[−1]) has three input variables (i.e., RC[−3], RC[−2] and RC[−1]), and SUM(RC[−2]:RC[−1]) has two input variables (i.e., RC[−2] and RC[−1]). Their input variables are similar. According to the above similarity computation formulas, their similarity score is 5/6. We can see that, although they have different formulas in Figure 1a and Figure 1d, their similarity score for formulas is high.

Cell type (Feature #4): A table can contain label, formula, data and empty cells. These cell types can reflect the content structure of a table. By counting the proportion of the four cell types, we can understand the organizational structure of a table. For table clones, they usually share the similar cell type distributions. We use a key-frequency list of \(<key, count>\) to represent the cell type distribution in a table, where \(key\) is a cell type, and \(count\) shows the occurrence count of type \(key\). We use \(L_t\) to denote the key-frequency list for cell types in a table \(t\). The similarity score of cell types \(\text{sim}_{F4}\) is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{sim}_{F4} = 1 - \frac{\sum_x \left| f_{req}(L_{t1}, x) - f_{req}(L_{t2}, x) \right|}{\sum_x \left| f_{req}(L_{t1}, x) + f_{req}(L_{t2}, x) \right|}
\]  

(3)

In this formula, \(|f_{req}(L_{t1}, x) - f_{req}(L_{t2}, x)|\) denotes the frequency difference for a cell type \(x\), and \(f_{req}(L_{t1}, x) + f_{req}(L_{t2}, x)\) denotes the frequency summarization for a cell type \(x\). Intuitively, more cells in two tables share with the same cell types, the smaller frequency difference each cell type has, the higher similarity score we can obtain.

3.2.2 Format Features. Format information is also the important feature to help table clone detection. We observe that two tables that share the similar formats are likely to be a table clone, for example, bold borders, background colors and font-styles. Inspired by this observation, we leverage various format features in our table clone prediction model. We extract the following eight format features for each cell: font color (Feature #5), font type (Feature #6), font style (Feature #7), e.g., bold and italic, bottom border (Feature #8), top border (Feature #9), left border (Feature #10), right border (Feature #11), background color (Feature #12). Take cell A2 in Figure 1a as an example, its font color is Black, its font
We further manually identify all table clones and non table clones when we use Random Forest algorithm [14], LTC can obtain the best performance. We use the open source machine learning library scikit-learn [1] to train Random Forest classifier, under its default setting.

For each format feature, we analyze all cells in a table, and build a key-frequency list of \( <\text{key}, \text{count} > \), where key is a value for a feature, and count shows the occurrence count of key. Then, we use the similarity score calculation of the cell type feature to compute the similarity score of each format feature in two tables, as shown in Formula (3).

Note that, we do not consider a data cell’s value as a feature. In spreadsheets, the values in a table have the similar role as the inputs of a function in programming languages. Thus, the values cannot usually reflect the computational semantics of a table. For two tables in a table clone, they usually store different values, e.g., Figure 1a and Figure 1d. Identical values are only associated with Type-1 clones, which can be effectively detected based on our current features. Including the feature of values may be helpful for identifying Type-1 clones. However, it may impact the accuracy for identifying other three types of clones. Therefore, we do not consider a data cell’s value as a feature.

3.2.3 Default Settings for Similarity Scores. For all 12 features, their ranges of similarity scores are \([0, 1]\). We observe that not all tables have these 12 features. We need to set default similarity scores. If both tables do not have certain feature, we set the default similarity score of this feature as \(\theta_{both} = 0\). If one table does not have certain feature but the other does, we set the default similarity core of this feature as \(\theta_{one} = 0\). According to our experiments in Section 4.2, when \(\theta_{both} = 0.5\) and \(\theta_{one} = 0\), LTC can obtain the best performance.

3.3 Training and Prediction

3.3.1 Training. To train a binary classifier for table clone detection, we need a group of table clones and non table clones as our training data. Since there is not such training data for table clone detection, we sample a group of spreadsheets from the EUSES [24] and Enron [26] corpora, which are the most widely used spreadsheet corpora. We further manually identify all table clones and non table clones in these spreadsheets. More details about training data can be found in Section 4.

For each table clone or non clone, we analyze its tables by using the Apache POI library [2], and extract features of each table. These features reflect the semantic characteristics of tables. For each feature, we compute the similarity score of two tables in a clone or non clone. Thus, we obtain a similarity vector of 12 similarity scores. Our training data can be denoted as a list of \( <\text{similarity}_\text{vector}, \text{label} > \), where label is 1 for table clones, and 0 for non table clones.

There are many popular classifiers. We set the chosen classifier as parameter \(\theta_{model}\). According to our experiments (Section 4.2), when we use Random Forest algorithm [14], LTC can obtain the best performance. We use the open source machine learning library scikit-learn [1] to train Random Forest classifier, under its default setting.

3.3.2 Prediction. Given some spreadsheets, LTC first identifies all the tables in it. It further removes tables with only one row / column, since they contain very limited information and are hardly used for table clones. LTC then enumerates all possible table pairs, and uses the trained binary classifier to determine whether a table pair is a table clone or not.

4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In this study, we address the following research questions.

**RQ1:** How effective is LTC in detecting table clones in spreadsheets?

**RQ2:** How is LTC compared with existing techniques, e.g., TableCheck?

**RQ3:** Is LTC robust on different datasets?

To answer RQ1, we evaluate LTC with the built ground truth and analyze its performance. To answer RQ2, we evaluate LTC and TableCheck with the built ground truth to compare their performance. We further analyze the root causes of their performance difference. To answer RQ3, we evaluate LTC on some larger datasets, e.g., FUSE [10], EUSES [24] and Enron [26] and manually validate the detected table clones.

4.1 Dataset Construction

4.1.1 Experimental Subjects. We select the EUSES [24] and Enron [26] corpora as our experimental subjects. The EUSES corpus was collected from Internet in 2005, and consists of more than 4,000 real-life spreadsheets of 11 categories, e.g., financial, grades and modeling. Since its creation, it has been used by many spreadsheet researches [7, 18, 19, 30, 52]. The Enron corpus was collected from the Enron email archive within the Enron Corporation [38], and contains more than 15,000 spreadsheets. Note that, the spreadsheets in the Enron corpus were not categorized. These two corpora are the most commonly used public industrial spreadsheet datasets.

Table clones are not documented during spreadsheet development. To extract all table clones in spreadsheets, we need to inspect all table pairs in them. Because we are not the authors of these spreadsheets in EUSES and Enron, it is challenging to label table clones for all their spreadsheets. Therefore, we randomly sample a fixed number of spreadsheets from EUSES and Enron to manually build the ground truth. In our experiments, we finally obtain 100 spreadsheets, in which, 50 spreadsheets are from EUSES and 50 spreadsheets are from Enron.

4.1.2 Sampling Process. To facilitate the labelling process, we built an Excel plugin, in which participants can mark a region as a table, and two tables as a clone pair in a visual manner. Participants can further view and edit these labelled tables and clone pairs in the plugin. All labelled results were stored in a spreadsheet, which can be used in further analysis.

We build our ground truth through the following steps. (a) We randomly chose a spreadsheet from the corresponding corpus, i.e., EUSES and Enron. We inspected all the worksheets in the sampled spreadsheet for table clones. (b) EUSES and Enron contain multiple versions of a spreadsheet [22, 50], which have very similar structures and contents. To guarantee the diversity of spreadsheets in the ground truth, we excluded this spreadsheet, if it had almost the same structures and contents with any previously selected one. (c) A spreadsheet may contain multiple worksheets that have the same or similar structures. To guarantee the diversity of table clones, for the worksheets with the same or similar structures, we only randomly kept two of them. We also removed worksheets, which were empty or only contain figures. If no worksheet was left in a
Table 2: Statistics of the Ground Truth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Spreadsheet</th>
<th>Worksheet</th>
<th>Table clone</th>
<th>Non clone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type-1</td>
<td>Type-2</td>
<td>Type-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUSES</td>
<td>cs101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>database</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>financial</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>forms3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grades</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>homework</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inventory</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jackson</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>modeling</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>personal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enron</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Spreadsheet</th>
<th>Type-1</th>
<th>Type-2</th>
<th>Type-3</th>
<th>Type-4</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Non clone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>EUSES</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enron</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>EUSES</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enron</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Table clone type distribution in the ground truth.

spreadsheet, we removed it from consideration. (d) For all remaining worksheets in a spreadsheet, we manually identified all tables in them, and further identified table clones among them. Note that, we not only identify table clones in a worksheet but also among worksheets. For each table clone, we further identified its clone type according to the type categorization in Section 2.4. If a spreadsheet did not contain any table clone, we removed it from consideration. (e) We repeated the above sampling process until 50 spreadsheets for EUSES and Enron were selected, respectively.

Note that it is challenging to manually compare all tables among spreadsheets. Thus, we do not identify table clones among spreadsheets. Meanwhile, having too many similar spreadsheets and worksheets can degrade the performance of our classification model. For example, if a spreadsheet contains 10 similar worksheets and each worksheet contains one table, we can identify $10 \times 9 / 2 = 45$ table clones of the same family. These table clones can make our model bias to the large table clone families. To address the problem, we removed some spreadsheets and worksheets with the same or similar structures.

To make our sampled spreadsheets and table clones accurate, the first author and two master students carefully inspected the sampled spreadsheets, and tried their best to understand the structures and contents, and further identified tables and table clones. Note that, we only explained the concepts of table and table clones to the two master students, and did not tell them how LTC works. Finally, they carefully cross-validated all identified tables and table clones.

4.1.3 Statistics of Ground Truth. Through the above sampling process, we obtain 100 spreadsheets and identify 650 table clones.

**Table clones:** As shown in Table 2, the spreadsheets in our ground truth are diverse: 50 spreadsheets cover ten categories in EUSES, and 50 spreadsheets come from Enron. We can see that 82
(12.6%) and 298 (45.8%) table clones belong to Type-3 and Type-4, respectively. This indicates that table clones with structure changes are common (58.5%). Figure 5 further shows the distribution of table clone types in the ground truth.

**Non table clones:** To train a Random Forest model, we need a set of negative samples, i.e., non table clones. We first manually identify all tables in a spreadsheet in our ground truth. Then, we enumerate table pairs in each spreadsheet. If a table pair is a table clone in our ground truth, we remove it from consideration. All remaining table pairs are non table clones. As shown in Table 2, we obtain 10,215 non table clones.

### 4.2 Experimental Setting

**Training dataset (70 spreadsheets):** We randomly select 35 spreadsheets from EUSES and Enron in the ground truth, respectively. We use all 460 table clones in these 70 spreadsheets as positive samples, and all 8,122 non clones in these 70 spreadsheets as negative samples. The first part in Table 3 shows the statistics of spreadsheets used in the training.

**Testing dataset (30 spreadsheets):** We use the remaining 30 spreadsheets to evaluate LTC. The second part in Table 3 shows the statistics of spreadsheets used in the performance evaluation. We compare LTC with TableCheck on these 30 spreadsheets, too.

**Parameter setting:** In our approach, two default similarity scores $\theta_{both}$ and $\theta_{one}$ in Section 3.2.3 should be determined. Their candidate values can be 0, 0.5, and 1. The binary classifier model $\theta_{model}$ in Section 3.3 should also be determined. The candidate values for $\theta_{model}$ is Random Forest [14], SVM [34], NuSVC [37], Decision Tree [47] and Logistic Regression [41].

We consider all candidate values of the three parameters, and there are 45 (3*3*5) combinations in total. We use 10-fold cross-validation in our training for each combination and calculate the following accuracy indicators: precision, recall and F1-measure. According to the experiment result, we obtain the following best candidates: $\theta_{both} = 0.5$, $\theta_{one} = 0$, and $\theta_{model}$ = Random Forest.

### 5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### 5.1 Table Clone Detection Results

We run LTC on the 30 spreadsheets in the testing set of Table 3. Table 4 shows our table detection results. It gives the numbers of detected table clones (Detected), and true table clones of each type (TP/Type-1, 2, 3, 4) for the EUSES and Enron spreadsheets.

LTC reports 179 table clones in total, and 175 (97.8%) table clones are true. LTC misses 15 table clones in the ground truth, i.e., the recall for table clone detection is 92.1%. Thus, F1-measure of LTC for table clone detection is 94.9%.

**False positives of table clone detection:** LTC wrongly detects 4 table clones (FP in Table 4). We further investigate the causes for these false positives. There are two reasons for these false positives. (1) Our table identification algorithm in Section 3.1 is imprecise. First, end users may put some unrelated data and comments near a table, and our table identification algorithm wrongly considers these data and comments as a part of the table. Second, end users may put multiple tables together, without being separated by empty rows / columns. Thus, our table identification algorithm wrongly considers them as a big table. (2) The learned classifier for table clone detection may make wrong predication. In some cases, the table pairs may have some similar features in cell fonts and cell types, and the learned classifier wrongly considers them as table clones. One false positive belongs to this case.

**False negatives of table clone detection:** LTC misses 15 table clones (FN in Table 4). The reasons for the missed table clones are the same as the false positives of table clone detection. First, four false negatives are caused by imprecise table identification algorithm, which does not identify the tables in the ground truth. Second, the learned classifier wrongly considers table clones as non table clones. Eleven false negatives belong to this case.

**Feature analysis:** We use ReleifFAttributeEval and Ranker evaluator provided by Weka [5], to evaluate the importance of 12 features in table clone detection. We adopt 10-fold cross validation approach to do feature analysis in Weka, and the result is shown in Figure 6. We can see that our 12 features all contribute to the table clone detection. According to the contribution of each feature, the rank of
Table 5: TableCheck Results on the Ground Truth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Spreadsheet</th>
<th>Table clone</th>
<th>Detected</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type-1</td>
<td>Type-2</td>
<td>Type-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUSES</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enron</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Comparison with TableCheck

We compare LTC with TableCheck [18] on their table clone detection capability. Note that, we do not compare LTC with data clone detection [30], since a data clone is a pair of two numerical cell blocks with (almost) the same values, which differs from table clones.

TableCheck can only detect table clones with the same headers, e.g., Type-1 and Type-2 table clones, and cannot detect Type-3 and Type-4 table clones. TableCheck extracts table clones by grouping cells with the same headers. First, TableCheck extracts row headers and column headers for each numerical cell. Different from LTC, TableCheck uses the nearest label cells as a cell’s row or column headers. If a cell does not have row or column headers, TableCheck excludes it from consideration. Second, TableCheck searches for two cell blocks, in which all corresponding cells share the same row and column headers. The table definition in TableCheck is different from the common table concept used in existing studies [15, 17]. For example, cells January![A1:F5] in Figure 1a are considered as a table. However, they are only a partition of table January![A1:F7].

We run TableCheck on the same 30 spreadsheets in the testing set of Table 3, and compare LTC and TableCheck. Since the tables detected by TableCheck do not contain headers, we append their headers to the corresponding tables for fair comparison.

Table 5 shows the results detected by TableCheck on the 30 spreadsheets. TableCheck detects 56 table clones, and 21 of them are true. Thus, TableCheck achieves a precision of 37.5%, recall of 11.1%, and F1-measure of 17.1%. Figure 7 shows the performance comparison between LTC and TableCheck. As a comparison, LTC achieves a precision of 97.8%, recall of 92.1%, and F1-measure of 94.9%. We further analyze why TableCheck performs worse than LTC on these 30 spreadsheets.

False positives of TableCheck: TableCheck wrongly detects 35 table clones (FP in Table 5) on account of the incorrect identification of tables. For example, in Figure 1, January![A1:F7] and March![A1:F7] form a Type-3 table clone. However, TableCheck considers January![A1:F5] and March![A1:F5] as a table clone. Because the authors of TableCheck view these incomplete table clones as true, the reported precision (92.2%) in that paper is higher [18].

False negatives of TableCheck: TableCheck misses 169 table clones (FN in Table 5). TableCheck misses 68 Type-1 and Type-2 table clones. There are two reasons for these false negatives. First, some cells in Type-1 and Type-2 table clones do not have row headers or columns headers, and thus the table clones are excluded by TableCheck. Second, the header identification algorithm in TableCheck does not identify headers correctly, thus missing table clones. TableCheck misses all 101 Type-3 and Type-4 table clones, since TableCheck requires that table clones have the same headers and sizes. LTC utilizes 12 features in spreadsheets, and learning-based similarity comparison approach to avoid these issues faced by TableCheck. Thus, LTC is more universal, and has less restrictions on table structures.

Based on the above analyses, we can draw the following conclusion to RQ2: LTC significantly outperforms TableCheck in table clone detection. The precision and recall for TableCheck is 37.5% and 11.1%. As a comparison, the precision and recall for LTC is 97.8% and 92.1%, respectively.

5.3 Experiments on Large Datasets

To validate whether LTC is robust on other datasets, we further use our trained model in RQ1 & RQ2 to evaluate LTC on more spreadsheets from FUSE [10], Enron [26] and EUSES [24] corpora.

Experimental subject: FUSE [10] is the biggest spreadsheet corpus so far, and contains about 250,000 spreadsheets. In this experiment, we randomly choose 100 spreadsheets from EUSES, Enron and FUSE, respectively.

We apply LTC to detect intra-spreadsheet table clones and interspreadsheet table clones on these spreadsheets. Table 6 shows the
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Table 6: Detection Results on Large Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Sampled</th>
<th>SS Clone</th>
<th>Sampled</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>SS Clone</th>
<th>Sampled</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUSES</td>
<td>4,037</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2,576</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97.0%</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1,156</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enron</td>
<td>15,926</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1,332</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUSE</td>
<td>249,376</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1,397</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2,647</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>269,339</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>4,262</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>5,135</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detection result. We detect 4,262 intra-spreadsheet table clones (Intra-spreadsheet clone / Clone), and 5,135 inter-spreadsheet table clones (Inter-spreadsheet clone / Clone) in these spreadsheets. Among these 300 sampled spreadsheets, 147 (49%) spreadsheets contain intra-spreadsheet clones (Intra-spreadsheet clone / SS), and 158 (53%) spreadsheets contain inter-spreadsheet clones (Inter-spreadsheet clone / SS). This also indicates that intra- and inter-spreadsheet table clones are common in practice.

It is challenging to manually validate all detected table clones. Thus, we randomly sample 100 inter-spreadsheet table clones and 100 intra-spreadsheet table clones for each corpus. We follow the same manual inspection procedure described in Section 4.1.2 to check whether they are true table clones. Table 6 shows the validation result. We can see that, LTC can work well on inter- and intra-spreadsheet table clone detection (Precision). LTC can achieve higher (96.0%) precision on intra-spreadsheet table clone detection. The precision of inter-spreadsheet table clone detection is 92.3%, which is also promising. Thus, LTC can also be used to detect inter-spreadsheet table clones.

Based on the above analyses, we can draw the following conclusion to RQ3: Table clones are common in real-world spreadsheets. LTC can detect inter- and intra-spreadsheet table clones precisely.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Our experiments are subject to several threats to validity.

Representativeness of experimental subjects. In our experiment, we select EUSES, Enron and FUSE as our experimental subjects, which have been widely used for many spreadsheet-related studies [6, 18, 19, 25, 30]. We further randomly sample a group of spreadsheets from EUSES and Enron. We believe that our sampled spreadsheets are representative.

Ground truth and detection result validation. Since we cannot contact the original authors of the spreadsheets in EUSES and Enron to identify table clones, we have to manually build the ground truth of table clones by ourselves. To alleviate possible mistakes, the first author and two master students carefully cross-validate all table clones in the ground truth and the reported table clones by LTC and TableCheck. In the future, we would like to use crowdsourcing to build larger ground truth to improve LTC further.

7 RELATED WORK

Here, we discuss related work that have not been discussed yet.

Code clone detection. Code clone detection techniques have been widely studied in conventional programs. There are mainly five types of clone detection techniques [13]. (1) Text-based clone detection techniques [23] use line-based string matching to detect clones. (2) Token-based clone detection techniques [9, 36, 43] tokenize program code, and use token comparison to detect clones. (3) Tree-based clone detection techniques [12] parse programs into an abstract syntax tree, and then detect clones by tree matching. (4) Graph-based clone detection techniques [40] parse the programs into program dependence graphs, and detect clones as identifying isomorphic subgraphs. (5) Learning-based clone detection techniques [42, 49] adopt machine learning techniques to detect clones. The above code clone detection techniques cannot apply on spreadsheets, since spreadsheets use a different programming model.

Spreadsheet evolution. Spreadsheets usually have a long life cycle [27]. Based on spreadsheet filenames’ similarity, VEnron [22] constructs the first versioned spreadsheet corpus, which can be used for spreadsheet evolution studies. SpreadCluster [50] further adopts machine learning to find versioned spreadsheets. However, these corpora and approaches cannot be used for table clone detection in spreadsheets. Our table clone detection approach can be used to facilitate fine-grained spreadsheet reuse analyses.

Spreadsheet error detection. Spreadsheets contain various errors [45, 46]. Therefore, many spreadsheet error detection approaches have been proposed. UCheck [7] can detect type inconsistency errors in formulas. Hermans et al. proposed to detect inter-worksheet smells [28], data clone related inconsistencies [30]. AmCheck [19], CACheck [21], CUSTODES [16] and ExcelLint [11] detect errors in similar cells. TableCheck [18] can detect inconsistencies in Type-1 and Type-2 table clones. LTC can detect more table clones (e.g., Type-3 and Type-4) precisely, and makes it possible to detect errors in more types of table clones.

8 CONCLUSION

Table clones are widely used to perform similar business tasks in spreadsheets. We observe that the tables in a table clone usually share the similar structures and formats. Based on this observation, we propose a learning-based approach, LTC, to detect table clones with or without structure changes. Our experiments on real-world spreadsheets from the EUSES and Enron corpora show that, LTC can detect table clones effectively, and significantly outperforms existing table clone detection techniques. In the future, we plan to pursue the following research directions. First, we plan to detect inconsistency errors among table clones detected by LTC. Second, we plan to extract table templates based on table clones, and use them in spreadsheet development. Third, we plan to evaluate LTC’s practical effectiveness in companies, and explore new application scenarios of table clones.
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